the perfect mobile cocktail bar service for weddings,
birthday parties, anniversaries & corporate events.
custom designed cocktails with quality service.

a shared love for all things cocktail
The duo from Hertfordshire met in a bar at Leeds University (how romantic), where they instantly
shared a love for all things cocktail. With Bachelor of Arts in design & marketing, they finished
university to enter the world of work, but the office life was a bit on the sour-side. Therefore, they
reunited (again, in a bar) to combine forces and create Three Piece, offering all their passions in
one package - drinks & designs for any event theme you can imagine.

daniel twine

alexander legret

I live for bespoke design! Creating something
unique, that fits the personality of every client,
is the essence of creative freedom.

My favourite word is ombibulous, it means ‘one
who enjoys drinks of all sorts.’ So if my creative
juices aren’t flowing then the liquor is!

“If I could make a steak
cocktail, I’d be a happy man”

“I’m partial to a terrible old
dad joke, sorry.”

our services

corporate
events

private
parties

bespoke
drinks

event
design

an insight into our pricing
Price list includes staff hire and drinks based on a 4 hour service.
These are just examples, please enquire for a more accurate quote.

no. of
people

classic

1

2

3

4

50-99

x

£14.00

£18.50

£23.00

100-149

£7.00

£11.50

£16.00

£20.50

150+

£6.85

£11.35

£15.85

£20.35

no. of
people

superior

cocktails per person
1

2

3

4

50-99

x

£18.00

£24.50

£31.00

100-149

£9.00

£15.50

£22.00

£28.50

150+

£8.85

£15.35

£21.85

£28.35

deluxe
no. of
people

cocktails per person

cocktails per person
1

2

3

4

50-99

x

£21.00

£29.00

£37.00

100-149

£10.50

£18.50

£26.50

£34.50

150+

£10.35

£18.35

£26.35

£34.35

bar hire

35-60 People

61-100 People

1 Cocktail bar station

2 Cocktail bar stations

£150.00

£250.00
*Prices effective as of 01/01/2017

what our customers say

paula brown

joanna west

“Alex and Daniel were both beyond amazing
at our event - The REL Beach Party. Everyone
has commented how professional they were.
From creating a bespoke bar and cocktails
to keeping us all entertained, these guys
far exceeded expectations. We cannot thank
you enough for bringing a bit of sunshine to
a dreary Wednesday and will be certain to
keep your details for future events. We would
highly recommend Three Piece Bar for your
event - you will not be disappointed”

“Alex & Dan provided the Cocktail Bar for
the Amersham Cricket Club Summer Ball
last Friday night - it’s the first time we have
had a cocktail bar at our event and we were
so pleased we booked Three Piece Bar!
They put a lot of thought and effort into
planning bespoke cocktails for us - which
fitted in with our Tropical Theme and also
had a cricket twist in their names - the
preparation they put in was evident, they
turned up early on the day to set up and
were so organised during the entire evening.
There were brilliant with our guests and
definitely provided a special element to the
evening - loved their Tropical Outfits too! I
just can’t wait to have a party so I can book
them again! I would have no hesitation in
recommending them for any form of private
party or fundraising function. Thanks guys xx”

View on add to Event

View on facebook

what we are trying to achieve
practicing responsibly
Our primary focus is to deliver bespoke drinks to the highest standard, using the best
possible ingredients which are responsibly sourced. We start with local businesses around
Herts which offer 0% sugar products & organic alternatives.

educating our clients
Parallel to this, we want to educate our clients on how to enjoy their drinks safely. Our
Drink Smart ethos encourages consumers to learn more about what they are drinking and
how to look good doing it. We all want to look good sipping our martinis, right?

supporting the community
We love where we live, hence why we decided to set up the business close to home. Since
starting in 2016, we have tried to give back to the community by getting involved in
fundraisers and events for non-profit organisations. There’s plenty more on the horizon too.

awards
Three Piece is also on a mission to earn industry recognition (yes that rhymes), because
who doesn’t like winning awards? We have one nomination down so far, and hopefully
plenty more yet to come.

bespoke drink design
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